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Purpose of this document:
Piper Hill Curriculum Plan contains the school’s knowledge, skills and learning maps, allowing stakeholders a clear insight into the qualities and structure of the curriculum. The plan
includes information relating to curriculum rationale, structure, implementation, aiming to
ensure that students receive sequential, coherent, and enriching learning experiences.
The curriculum supports clear developmental outcomes which are personalised and well
differentiated to suit the needs of a wide variety of learners. The curriculum is inclusive
and ambitious and provides flexible learning pathways.
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1. Curriculum Rationale
1.1 The curriculum plan is fully reflective of the local authority specification and takes into account
the views and opinions of stakeholders. We have undertaken in-house informal research in terms
of parent/carer and pupil voice. Additionally, school leaders take an outward looking approach to
ensure that our teaching, learning and curriculum provision is of the highest quality. Larger bodies
of research and statutory guidance underpin our offer. For example, we are aware of the research
undertaken by both ASK and the University of Coventry on behalf of the DFE which outlined evidence on effective approaches and examples of current practice in good and outstanding schools
and colleges. We utilise the ‘assess, plan, do, review’ approach’ which permeates throughout our
practice. We are highly effective at differentiating our curriculum offer for all students, this plan has
taken into account:






Communication and interaction needs
Cognition and learning needs
Social, emotional and mental health needs
Physical and sensory needs
Higher quality teaching for all

We assure best practice by continually keeping up to date with wider research conducted by the DFE,
Ofsted and other linked specialist bodies.
1.2 Piper Hill School sits within the Prospere multi-academy Trust, as an academy, we are able to allocate and
tailor the curriculum organisation and implementation to suit the needs of our students. A differentiated National Curriculum is utilised to guide curriculum planning. Additionally, the curriculum has a strong focus on vocational, enterprise, life-skills and employability elements. Within this structure, we plan for the wide range of diverse
and individual needs of our target group. Piper Hill provides a rich learning experience which encourages a
love of learning and enables pupils to reach their potential by acquiring the skills, knowledge and understanding
needed to meet the challenges of the 21st century and to enter the work of work. We consistently assure that
the needs of all students are met, for example, pupils with English as an additional language (EAL) and free
school meals (FSM); We achieve this through:
·

The creation of a learning environment which is stimulating, challenging, engaging and inclusive

·

The use of appropriate teaching and learning strategies, well suited to the learning needs of the school
population, including carefully structured, differentiated and targeted teaching which addresses the
need for small steps learning and generalisation

·

Ensuring each student is provided with personally appropriate learning opportunities that will enable
them to develop and contribute positively to their community

·

The provision of the necessary knowledge and skills enable pupils to make informed choices and decisions in both the school and workplace and throughout their lives

·

The provision of varied and engaging enrichment opportunities which support pupils to engage with
leisure, cultural and sporting activities and events in the local community and the wider city

·

The creation of an explicit whole school work ethic which encourages pupils to be immersed in a task
orientated culture from the outset, building their expectations and understanding of the world of work.
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2. Curriculum Intent and Key Drivers
2.1 Long term Curriculum Intent:
A broad and balanced curriculum is vitally important as it enables students to be effective learners, providing
them with the skills and knowledge required to successfully navigate the wider world. At Piper Hill, we are committed to inclusion, our curriculum offer is fully differentiated to meet the needs of all students. Additionally,
we aim to reflect the context of the community and city in which we are based. Our curriculum offer is ambitious
and staff are supported to deliver a bespoke curriculum package, which is both creative and rigorous. A modular approach to topics ensures that students have a range of learning opportunities to develop the knowledge
and understanding needed to enable them to play an active role in their community and to acquire the skills
needed for lifelong learning

2.2 Three key drivers underpin the curriculum at all levels:

Piper Hill Three Key Drivers
Literacy and numeracy

Skills for Life

Personal Development

Literacy and numeracy are the
cornerstones of education and
enable students to access the
wider curriculum. We intend for
all subjects to embed literacy
and numeracy opportunities to
maximise progress and develop
fluency in these areas. For students with SEN, successfully
acquiring functional literacy and
numeracy knowledge underpins
the goal of future independence.

The skills curriculum runs in parallel to academic learning and allows
students to transfer their skills and
knowledge in a cross curricular
way. The skills curriculum links
closely to independence, employability, healthy lives and participation in society, allowing students to
acquire the functional skills required to be successful in the wider
world.

The personal development programme supports students to explore and question the world around
them, promoting critical thinking,
advocating social justice and encouraging learners to apply their learning
to real-world issues. Our curriculum
is intended to promote these aims in
a cross-curricular setting, working in
tandem with discreet citizenship,
enrichment and enterprise lessons
and supported by a personal development and cultural capital programme.

2.3 Overarching goals within KS3 and KS4
















Provide students with a curriculum which is exciting, creative and fosters a commitment to learning.
Enable students to achieve, develop and remember their skills, knowledge and memory to the best of
their ability utilising a wide variety of strategies to deeply embed learning.
Promote high standards and achievement in communication, reading, writing and maths across a creative
curriculum.
Develop a knowledge of themselves and others.
Learn and work through creative approaches.
Access learning styles and environments which best support their learning, knowledge and understanding.
Promote spiritual development and the understanding of British values.
Enable students to become positive citizens who are prepared for life in modern Britain
To fulfil all the requirements of the National Curriculum and the Locally Agreed Syllabus for Religious Education.
Promote physical and mental development and an awareness of the importance of a healthy lifestyle.
Be aware of the importance of and participate in the arts.
Enable children to develop moral sensibility through carefully taught values.
To understand the importance of truth and fairness, so that they grow up committed to equal opportunities for all.
Develop the personal and social skills of every child.
Provide equality of access, opportunities, responsibilities and experiences of adult life.
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2. Curriculum Intent and Key Drivers
2.4 Overarching goals within FE are to:
Enable students to make choices about their learning and future pathways.

Focus on applied learning to better prepare students to lead as independently as is personally possible after Piper Hill.

Functional skills take precedent. There is a community access day in the local area. Links with local providers are well
established so learning and teaching take place in different settings outside the Post 16 building

Target and assessment expectations that are skills based ands linked to Core areas of Independent Living and reflect
the students EHCP’s

Support the views of parents, students and the LA in our shared goal for all students to access a college place, supported internship leading to a future pathway for students that reflects their hops and aspirations as well as their families

Link the curriculum closely to the context of the local community through the creation of links with local employers.

Provide a robust and challenging qualification framework that equips students with the skills and confidence they
need to succeed as young adults with learning difficulties.

2.5 How is the curriculum planned? The curriculum is planned to provide continuity and progression through the
provision of well-structured and sequential schemes of work. To ensure a fully inclusive curriculum is implemented, many pedagogical approaches are adopted. These approaches include the TEACCH approach, SCERTS, SPELL
Framework, Intensive interaction. Furthermore, to aid communication and the ability to access teaching and learning opportunities, teachers effectively utilise colourful semantics, SULP, intensive interaction and sign supported
English across all curriculum areas.
The curriculum has a number of key ‘building blocks’ which take a systematic and strategic approach to developing and embedding essential skills, knowledge and understanding over time, allowing leaners to meet the
complexities of the workplace with confidence and competence. Students re-visit essential learning as they
move through the school to build, develop and refine their skills. Careful timetabling and personalisation ensures
that these key components work together to meet the needs of each individual.
Each subject includes termly and half-termly topics, clearly identified within a knowledge map at each key stage.
Subject specific skills and knowledge are assessed and revisited utilising the skills map overview, which explicitly
links with classroom monitor targets. Schemes of work provide highly creative and stimulating foci and are fully
inclusive thus enabling a broad spectrum of learners to access the curriculum in a highly personalised way. Schemas incorporate skills and knowledge and include a variety of activities, tailored to suit the needs of all learners.
Within SOW and planning, clear lesson objectives ensure that teachers have an understanding of the sequencing
of topics, lesson objectives are visible on PPTs and within work sheets. Each student is given targets (informed by
ability) tracked through classroom monitor. Progress and knowledge developments are sequenced and broken
down into ‘Steps to Success’ sheets, evidenced in the front of workbooks. Each scheme provides plentiful opportunities to support the three whole school drivers and national policies.
2.6 How have we planned the curriculum to ensure our intent is actioned?
A clear knowledge map (rolling plan) enables an overview of the curriculum offer. All curriculum areas are well
resourced with termly/half-termly SOW available on the system for each unit. Teachers tailor SOW in a sequential
and personalised way within planning. All modules are supported by a wide variety of differentiated resources.
Each subject leader is responsible for the writing of an Action Plan, which is supplemented and developed
throughout the course of the year, enabling leaders to respond dynamically to termly data and whole school SIP
targets, ensuring timely interventions can be implemented to support student progress. The Action Plan, outlines
wider strategic aims for the department in line with school improvement targets.
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3. Curriculum Strategy and Implementation
3.1 Piper Hill curriculum has a number of key components which contribute to a coherent whole, taking a
systematic and strategic approach to developing and
embedding essential skills, knowledge and understanding over time to allow students to meet the complexities
of real world problems with confidence and competence.


Core curriculum areas of Maths, English, Computing and Science will be essential to fulfilling the
school goals and will form a key component
throughout the curriculum.



An explicit SKILL curriculum (Skills for Life and
Learning) following the interdependent strands of
Team Working, Self Managing and Effective Participating will develop such as communication, resilience, interaction, reliability and working in a team.



An enrichment curriculum will support pupils to
understand and access the rich leisure, sporting and
cultural opportunities available within the city,
providing the skills, knowledge and understanding
to apply their developing independence skills to
fulfil personal interests and engage in a meaningful
way with their local community.



A careers and vocational curriculum which reflects
the Gatsby Benchmark, offering high-quality career
guidance and developing enterprise and work skills
enabling students to prepare for the world of employment make informed decisions about their future.

Careful timetabling, individual route-mapping and the
compiling of personal portfolios will ensure that these
key components work together in a coherent way to
meet individual needs.
3.2 The Curriculum Model: Piper Hill High School has a
highly successful model for teaching and learning and an
outstanding curriculum offer for 11- 19 year olds. In
planning how the curriculum is organised and taught, we
recognise the unique and distinctive character of each
individual and aim for young people to achieve their potential in all aspects of their learning will be underpinned
by quality first teaching led by teaching and TA staff.

3.3 As part of our transition planning, we work closely
with linked schools to enable us to assess and meet
individual needs. Baseline assessments are undertaken
by students and their progress is tracked thorough a
bespoke data management package. The needs of disadvantaged students (LAC/PP/EAL) as well as those
who are higher achievers will be closely monitored
within planning, curriculum leader action plans and
teacher meetings. Budgets are utilised effectively to
ensure there are no gaps in attainment. Any gaps will
be identified and rigorous and bespoke intervention
packages implemented. Some examples of individualised strategies may include: 1-1 reading support with
HLTA, provision of targeted English/ Maths packs,
attendance at mentoring programme, speaking, listening and communication interventions.
To ensure best practice, all students receive individual
key targets in functional key skills, in the areas of Communication, Application of Number, ICT, and one in
each of the Personal, Learning and Thinking Skills in
order to support their all-round development. Evaluation of these targets will be used to inform all planning
and to monitor the effectiveness of teaching and learning. These targets will be specific, measurable and will
inform targets for EHC plans and reviews. Throughout
all key stages, the curriculum will be underpinned by a
strong element of developing pupils’ personal and social skills including independence and personal safety
including e-safety. As a student progresses through
each key stage the amount of time specifically targeted
on the vocational, business and enterprise elements of
the curriculum will increase. In KS3 this time will
amount to the equivalent of one full day, in KS4 the
equivalent of two days and in KS5 three full days, each
week.
3.4 Suitable Accreditation is offered to students in
both academic and vocational areas, which supports
transition to adulthood and future employment opportunities. Through their time in school, students will
build up a portfolio of Accreditation that will serve to
enhance their future chances of employability.
Inclusion links with other high schools will be available
based on an assessment of individual need. Where appropriate students will have the opportunity to develop
cognitive and social skills by attending subject lessons,
nurture groups, after school clubs, residential and social break times at a local high school.
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3. Curriculum Strategy and Implementation
3.5 How students will be organised? The school has three departments: Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4 and Post 16
(Key Stage 5). Key Stage 3 caters for students in Y7 – Y9 (11 – 14), Key Stage 4 caters for students in Y10 & Y11 (14
– 16) and Post 16 caters for students aged 16 – 19 years.
Students are organised in tutor groups according to ability and need, providing an inclusive setting for registration
purposes, lunchtime activities, tutor periods and daily collective act of worship. The teacher and teaching assistants within the tutor group have a clear pastoral role and will spend time focussing on the social and emotional
aspects of learning, working on specified themes term by term which are also reflected in the Citizenship and SEAL
curriculum; for example, ‘New Beginnings’, ‘Getting On and Falling Out’, ‘Anti-Bullying’ etc. After daily registration,
students are taught within ‘access groups’, providing a differentiated curriculum and teaching strategies appropriate to the individual student’s needs.

3.6 Curriculum and Access Groups
Structured Learners Curriculum: Those children working within the structured curriculum pathway have additional social communication difficulties; they need a distraction free learning environment which takes account of their
need for structure and clarity. Children will work in groups with consistent staffing, with a class teacher and at least
2 TA’s (depending on the group dynamic). With staff changes only to cover PPA etc. The majority of children are
taught core skills (English, Mathematics, Science, ICT and PSHE), within an integrated lesson on four sessions over
the week, using structured teaching approaches with an emphasis on independent working. Where appropriate,
some children follow an individual timetable, using structured teaching. The children work in small groups for foundation subjects and their weekly timetable offers many opportunities for physical activity, including sensory integration sessions. Through the provision of a balanced curriculum within a secure, structured learning environment
we seek to provide our students with extensive social and communication support to maximise their learning.
Independent Learners Curriculum: Independent learners follow the programmes of study outlined in the national
curriculum in KS2. All national curriculum subjects are taught aimed specifically at their individual needs; each student receives a broad, balanced, relevant and differentiated curriculum. Children in these groups are likely to work
in larger groups. They will have consistent staffing. The student groupings within each lesson are carefully planned
to ensure access to appropriate resources and level of challenge. Learning tasks in all pathways will be designed to
incorporate visual, auditory and kinaesthetic experiences. Experience demonstrates that our pupils can have
changeable learning profiles, with strengths in particular areas of learning. The pathways will offer a flexibility
where pupils can easily transfer if required, e.g. a pupil on the structured pathway with a strength in Science could
join a challenge and stretch science group for a part of the individual offer, equally if a pupil on an independent
pathway could join an intervention group, if necessary, to best meet need and ensure maximum progress. All students in school have a personal learning profile, which will identify any professionals involved with the child, sensory needs, likes and dislikes, behavioural needs, preferred learning style and how best to support them.
Post 16: Structured and Independent students access a supported transition from KS4, the provision offered for
each student in Post 16 will depend on what courses they are accessing and where the activity is taking place. Each
student has a personalised pathway plan and timetabling will reflect the options chosen by students. Students will
begin to consider future possibilities in Year 11 as they enter the Post 16 Department. This will then be an on-going
process throughout their 3 years at Post 16 and will take the form of supported work experience outside of school,
with review of future suitability for this route Post-19. Visits to colleges are programmed in throughout FE, links
with local employers will be fostered by the school and placements arranged to provide further avenues post
school.
3.7 Planning across school: All planning is undertaken by the class teacher, after discussion with class team staff.
Lessons are derived from the modules created by curriculum coordinators, in line with the school content plans.
This planning is shared with all staff within the class, along with personal targets for each individual child. Planning
is moderated termly by SLT, with feedback given including WWW and EBI’s. This ensures high standards and continuity within planning. Annually, curriculum coordinators will be given the opportunity to moderate their own subject areas planning to ensure that correct modules are being taught as well as consistency across the different access groups.
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4. Timetables
4.1 The School Timetable and Calendar
School terms and closure dates within KS3 and KS4 broadly reflect those of other local schools to support families;
this is currently based on a three-term year. All students have the opportunity to extend the term by up to two
weeks by taking part in ‘Summer School’ opportunities. Training days for staff are published annually in advance to
enable families to plan for these occasions.
In Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4 hours taught each week will be 24 hours 35 minutes as set out below. In addition, all
students have access to a number of lunchtime clubs as well as after school clubs each week.





18 hours and 45 minutes of lesson time (3hrs 45 minutes each day)
1 hour and 15 minutes Literacy/numeracy focus time (15 minutes each day)
3 hours and 45 minutes of PSHE and SEAL time in morning Tutor Time and before lunch (45 minutes each day)
1 hour and 15 minutes of PSHE as part of supported interaction over lunch in the dining Room and structured
Clubs (15 minutes each day)

In addition
 1 hour and 15 minutes daily collective act of worship (15 minutes each day)
 1 hour and 15 minutes morning break (15 minutes each day)
In Key Stage 5, some courses may not run in line with the traditional term time; this is an important element of
transition to the world of work. More flexibility will be developed as students are developing business skills and are
involved in enterprise activities. When students are involved in work experience activities, a more flexible, bespoke
approach to building a personalised timetable will be required. In the following sections, the leaners experience in
the free school has been set out key stage by key stage.
4.2 The school day
Start and finish times have been selected thoughtfully, taking account of St Paul’s school day (a local school adjoined to Piper Hill), start and finish times have been staggered to ease traffic and to ensure a smooth and safe
transition to and from school thus minimising congestion for local residents.

Time

Activity

08.30

School Day starts

8:30 – 9:00

Registration & Tutor Time

09.00 – 9:45

Lesson 1 (45 mins)

9:45- 10:30
10:30 – 10:45
10:45- 11:30

Lesson 2 (45 mins)
Morning Break
Lesson 3 (45 mins)

11:30 – 11:45

13.15 – 14.00

PSHE
Lunch & Club (Inc. 10 mins PSHE
time)
Collective Worship
15 minutes literacy/numeracy
focus time
Lesson 4 (45 mins)

14.00 – 14:45

Lesson 5 (45 mins)

14:45- 14:55
14:55

Tutor Time
End of School Day

11:45- 12:45
12:45-13:00
13.00 – 13.15
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4. Timetables
4.3 Exemplar KS3 Timetable

In Key Stage 3, learners will have a minimum 24 hours 35 minutes taught time each week. Pupils will build on their
learning in KS2 and continue to develop their skills, knowledge and understanding in a broad range of subjects: English,
Mathematics, Science, Computing, PSHE, PE, RE, MFL, Technology Carousel (Art, Food Technology and Design Technology) and Humanities.
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

1

Maths

Computing

Maths

Music

Maths

2

Maths

Science

English

RE

English

3

PSHE

Science

English

MFL

English

PE

Humanities

Forest School

Citizenship and
Careers

Computing

Enrichment

4
5

Technology
Carousel

4.4 Exemplar KS4 Timetable

As students make the transition from KS3 to KS4, the curriculum will allow for a greater focus on Vocational Learning
reflecting and promoting the increasing social development of the students. More time is spent on work-related learning, business and enterprise and careers education. Where appropriate a student’s personal pathway will include an
independent travel programme. The curriculum in KS4 includes opportunities to develop First Aid skills, access to the
world of work though visiting speakers and vocational workshops, off-site activities and taking an active part in the
democratic process by experiencing voting and mediation of group decisions. Modular courses (see following section
on Accreditation) will be taught covering a range of areas promoting Independence skills. In effect, these two years will
provide a bridge between Key Stage 3 and the choice-making skills that underpin the curriculum in Key Stage 5. Students will also continue to develop their skills, knowledge and understanding in English, Mathematics, Science, Computing, PE, RE / PSHE and Music / MFL.

1
2
3
4

Monday
Maths –AQA
English—AQA
PSHE

Tuesday
English
English
RE

Wednesday
PSHE
PE
PE

Business and
Enterprise

Science

Humanities

5

Thursday
Music / MFL
Computing
Computing
Citizenship and
Careers

Friday
Maths
Maths
Forest School

Technology/Art
Enrichment

4.5 Exemplar Post 16 Timetable

Part of the offer in Key Stage 5 is a three-year course on Employability Skills accredited through ASDAN; this is a Level
1 course. In Year 1 of this course, students will follow two different options to give them practical experience in a
number of areas and in Years 2 and 3; they will be encouraged to select a single pathway that leads to accreditation.
The provision offered for each student in Post 16 will depend on what courses they are accessing and where the activity is taking place. Each student will have a personalised pathway plan and timetabling will reflect the options chosen
by students. Element of choice within subjects studied through options
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

1

Maths

English

Maths

2

English

Maths

PE

3

Computing

English

PE

4

Vocational
Studies ASDAN
Short Course

Functional
Literacy
Functional
Numeracy

Vocational
Studies ASDAN
Short Course

5

Thursday

Friday

Vocational
Studies ASDAN
Entry Level
Diploma

Vocational
Studies ASDAN
Entry Level
Diploma

Citizenship and
Careers
Independence
Skills

Fantastic Futures
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4. Timetables
4.6 Allocated subject hours per week

KS3
Subject/activity
English (Reading,
Writing, SLC)
Mathematics

Minutes per
week
180 minutes
180 minutes

Science

90 minutes

Computing

90 minutes

Technology
Carousel (1)
PE

Post 16

KS4

90 minutes
90 minutes

Minutes per
week
135 minutes
135 minutes
90 minutes
90 minutes
90 minutes
45 minutes
45 minutes
90 minutes

Subject/activity

Citizenship &
Careers

45 minutes

PE

Humanities
Business and
Enterprise

90 minutes
90 minutes

Citizenship & Careers

Fantastic Futures

Subject/activity
English
Mathematics
Science
Computing
PE
Music / MFL (1)
RE
PSHE

History (2)
Geography (2)
Modern Languages
RE

45 minutes
45 minutes

Music

45 minutes

PSHE

Enrichment

45 minutes

90 minutes

Forest School

45 minutes

45 minutes

Technology /Art

90

Total minutes

1125

Total Hours

18.45

Citizenship & Careers
Enrichment

45 minutes
45 minutes

45 minutes

Total minutes

1125

Total Hours

18.45

English
Functional Literacy
(1)
Mathematics
Functional Numeracy
Computing

Independent Living

Vocational

Minutes
per week
135
minutes
45
minutes
135
minutes
45
minutes
45
minutes
90
minutes
45
minutes
45
minutes
90
minutes
450
minutes

Total minutes

1125

Total Hours

18.45

KS4
KS3
* - 5 x 45-minute lessons
per day and additional daily
15 minutes literacy/
numeracy focus afternoon
session.

Not including Collective Worship, SEAL and PSHE elements as
part of Tutor time.
Humanities and Technology , Music and MFL carousel
subjects

Post 16
Not including Collective
Worship, SEAL and PSHE
elements as part of Tutor
time.

Humanities and Technology
carousel subjects
Not including Collective
Worship, SEAL and PSHE
elements as part of Tutor
time.

Forest School

In addition to the core National Curriculum Content
covered in the mandatory sessions above, all classes
access the Forest School Curriculum which takes place
on a weekly basis. No subjects are omitted although
time allocations may vary. There is a clear rationale for
this within timetable planning.
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5. Curriculum Maps
5.1 A Curriculum Map tracks the content for each subject. Each key stage and access group follows a
bespoke plan tailored to suit the differing needs at each level.
Curriculum leaders have developed SOW for each topic, supported by a Curriculum Map overview.





Structured and experiential follow the same five-year Curriculum Map
KS3 follow a three-year Independent Curriculum Map
KS4 follow a two-year Independent Curriculum Map
Post 16 follow a three-year Curriculum Map (differentiated maps for Structured and Independent
learners).

5.2 Exemplar Curriculum Map

The curriculum is taught through bespoke modules within discrete subjects, curriculum leaders have developed SOW for each topic, which are supported by a rolling plan overview. The curriculum embeds
knowledge over time, the repetition of key skills throughout each topic ensures that existing knowledge
is built upon and that staff and students understand how to make future progress. Skills are interlinked
and literacy and numeracy opportunities are embedded within SOW and lessons. Each topic has suggested
lesson objectives and individualised steps to success, ensuring that assessment progression can be seen on
a weekly basis (short term goal setting within weekly formative assessments) as well as a medium term progress (termly targets) and long term progress (ECHP long term learning destinations).
Where possible, the provision has been mapped to interlink with similar topics in other subjects. Additionally, a wide variety of enrichment opportunities are available within focus days connected to subject areas.
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6. Academic Skills
6.1 Academic Skills Map: In addition to the knowledge based Curriculum Map and the non-academic
SKILL Curriculum, the full variety of subject specific skills are embedded within lessons and SOW across
each term. Skills and knowledge are assessed within termly classroom monitor targets which increase in
difficulty as students reach each attainment milestone. Teachers continually build on prior skills and
knowledge through bespoke and individualised learning pathways. Example of subject specific Spiral
Skill Map:

The implementation and
application of academic
skills are explicit within
schemas
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7. SKILLS Curriculum
7.1 Skills Curriculum: The SKILL curriculum runs in parallel to the other three learning pathways and allows learners to be assessed on their non-curriculum based skills. The SKILLS curriculum is a measure of non-academic targets
which link closely to independence, employability, healthy lives and participation in society. These aspects permeate through the curriculum key principles. The SKILL curriculum will be based on the principles of executive functioning, which outlines that if pupils are to be successful learners they must develop in the areas of:
 Working memory that governs our ability to retain and manipulate distinct pieces of information over short pe-

riods.
 Mental flexibility that helps us to sustain or shift attention in response to different demands or to apply differ-

ent rules in different settings.
 Self-control that enables us to set priorities and resist impulsive actions or responses.
Executive function skills are the set of higher-order mental skills that allow us to plan and organise, make considered decisions, manage our time and focus our attention. These skills are particularly difficult for a child with special
needs particularly autism to develop and implement effectively. The SKILL curriculum is based on three principles




Independent Enquiry
Self-Management
Team Working
SKILLs CURRICULUM

INDEPENDENT
ENQUIRY

TEAM
WORKING

SELF
MANAGEMENT

ATTENTION
ORGANISATION
PLANNING
MEMORY
CURIOSITY
INTERACTING
ADAPTING
PARTICIPATING
BEING RESPONSIBLE
SUPPORTING OTHERS
RESPONDING
ANTICIPATING
BEING FLEXIBLE
INHIBITORYCONTROL
MANAGING EMOTIONS

The targets set are Individual SKILLs targets, appropriate to each pupil. SKILLs targets form part of each pupil’s annual Education, Health Care Plan (EHCP) review. Teachers track progress against the SKILLs targets set, throughout
the year and a separate SKILLs Progress Report is t out to parents and carers in the summer term
The development of these skills enables pupils to successfully and effectively participate in learning activities and
transfer skills to other learning activities outside of regular classroom routines. This creates successful learners in
the real world.
Piper Hill uses a bespoke an purpose built system within Classroom Monitor.
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7. SKILLS Curriculum
7.2 SKILLS Targets: Skills are accessed across the whole curriculum; each student has their own skills
targets sheet, evidence will be identified through the use of the skills emblem which indicates linked
work within books. In Post 16, target sheets will be completed through conversation and agreement
with each student, focusing on a particular life skill linked to Fantastic Futures and Independent living.
Additionally, students are set long term EHCP literacy and numeracy targets, all skills targets link into
EHCP outcomes providing a golden thread of provision. Example of a skills targets sheet and skills emblem:

KS3 and KS4 SKILLS Target Sheet

Post 16 SKILLS Target Sheet
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8. Assessment Overview
8.1 Impact, why do we collect data? There is no expected national progress for pupils with SEN, as the
expected progress measure has been removed from
performance tables. The final report from The Rochford
Review, published on 19 October 2016, set out recommendations for the statutory assessment arrangements
of pupils working below the standard of National Curriculum tests at KS1 and KS2. The report recommendations include:
 Removing P scales and using pre-Key Stage stand-

ards to assess pupils permanently
 A need to assess pupils in the four areas of need
outlined in the SEND Code of Practice
(communication and interaction, cognition and
learning, social mental and emotional health, sensory and or physical needs).
8.2 At Piper Hill we think the collection of data within
an SEN context is extremely important. There are several reasons for this:
 Data allows the delivery of an ambitious and aspira-

tional curriculum which allows for;
 The celebration of success through the provision of

a clear learning pathway.
 Data provides the building blocks so that staff gain a










‘bigger picture’ understanding of how knowledge is
embedded over time.
To report to parents thus enabling them to fully support students in their learning aspirations.
To evaluate SOW and ensure that there are no systemic issues or ineffective schemas.
To provide meaningful, rigorous and timely interventions.
Accountability – staff and students have a shared
sense of responsibility.
Informs whole school focus area for ‘Mean in 15’
Ensures that minority groups and disadvantaged
children are well supported to make outstanding
progress.
Teachers use assessment to ensure planning is
based on prior attainment and that pupils know
what they are to do to achieve the next steps.

What is the intent of data collection?
At Piper Hill it is important that data collection is intended to:
 Align with individual developmental levels through

the setting of meaningful and appropriate targets.

 Benefit the student in terms of the pride they take








in their progress. Data is used in a celebratory and
positive way, which enriches the students learning
journey.
Be helpful, user friendly and time efficient for teachers.
Personalised and differentiated; assessment looks
different within each access group and is tailored to
a variety of needs.
Formative and dynamic and summative and reflective.
Facilitate appropriate and timely interventions.
Reportable: Parents and students understand
strengths as well as focus areas.

8.3 Short term data is collected in a broad variety
of ways:
 The use of next steps within books.
 Written annotation and verbal feedback
 Individual assessment opportunities (see planning

documents)
 Self and peer assessments (differentiated to suit the
needs of students)
 Subject specific assessment sheets (where appropriate)
Medium Term Data Collection: Pupils are ‘base lined’
during year 7; classroom monitor is utilised throughout
key stages and data is collected via termly targets appropriate to each student. In experiential and structured groups, students will work towards one AL0 target per term. If a target is not achieved within a term
the same target may be set again (if appropriate).
Within independent classes students work toward
three targets per term (one target per strand). In addition, to ensure that our most able learners are
stretched and challenged, those students working at
AL06 and above receive an additional target per academic year in Maths and English. All Maths and English
targets are displayed within classrooms and books/
files.
Parents/carers are invited to target setting meetings
twice a year and results are sent via termly reports.
Analysis of assessment data is used to set termly curriculum targets and annually to create whole school targets included within the SIP. Progress files track longterm progress and evidence a 5-year learning journey.
The progress of pupil premium/disadvantaged students
is closely monitored through an additional tracking
sheet which clearly outlines personalised intervention
initiatives.
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8. Assessment Overview
8.4 Assessment Map
KS3
Maths

English

Spiral Maths Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

English Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

KS4

KS5

Spiral Maths Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Spiral Maths Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

AQA Accreditation

ASDAN Independence in Numeracy

English Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors
AQA Accreditation

Science

Science Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Science Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors
AQA Accreditation

English Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors
ASDAN Independence in Literacy
Science Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Computing

Computing Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Computing Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Computing Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

PSHE

PSHE Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

PSHE Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

PSHE Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

RE

RE Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

RE Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Encompassed in Fantastic Futures Modules

MFL

MFL Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

MFL Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

N/A

History

History Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

History Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

N/A

Geography

Geography Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Geography Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

N/A

Drama

English S&L
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

English S&L
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

English S&L
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

P.E.

P.E. Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

P.E. Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

P.E. Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Citizenship and
Careers

Citizenship/Careers Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Citizenship/Careers Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Encompassed in Fantastic Futures Modules

Food Technology

Food Technology Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Food Technology Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Encompassed in Business and Enterprise
Modules

Design Technology

Design Technology Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Design Technology Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

N/A

Art

Art Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Art Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Music

Music Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Music Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Environmental
Education

Assessed Through Skills Curriculum.

Assessed Through Skills Curriculum.

Business and
Enterprise

N/A

Assessed Through Skills Curriculum.

Fantastic Futures

N/A

N/A

Fantastic Futures Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Independent
Travel

N/A

N/A

Independent Travel Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors

Art Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors
*This is an FE Choice Subject
Music Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors
*This is an FE Choice Subject
Environmental Education Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors
Food Technology Curriculum
Assessed: Classroom Monitor Descriptors
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9. Common Curriculum Features

9.1 Subject Colour Coding
All subjects are clearly colour
coded, this is reflected in the
schemes of work at all key stages, additionally, National Curriculum mapping templates utilise
the same colour.

9.2 National Curriculum
Mapping
All subjects have been mapped
against the National Curriculum,
curriculum leaders are confident
that students are accessing the
best curriculum offer which covers the full breadth of the National Curriculum. Additionally,
each map clearly identifies the
intent, skills and content of the
topic for each rolling plan.
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9. Common Curriculum Features
9.3 Steps to Success Each topic has suggested lesson objectives and individualised steps to success, ensuring that assessment progression can be seen on a weekly basis (short term goal setting within weekly
formative assessments) as well as a medium term progress (termly targets) and long term progress (ECHP
long term learning destinations). Steps to success give an overview of the personalised target which is
then broken down into manageable steps. Teachers and students use the steps to track progress
(within books), maths and English target sheets are also be displayed on walls within classrooms, displays
and target sheets will be updated termly (or once a target has been met).

9.4 Work Books: KS3 and KS4 students utilise workbooks, each workbook contains a target sheet with
steps to success. Target sheets are be updated termly. Additionally, skills work is embedded within books
and identified through the use of skills stickers. For those students accessing accreditation courses, an
additional file of evidence may be utilised. Within Post 16, teachers may opt to utilise a book or file to
suit the needs of their students and the programme of study. Additionally, every student has a long term
individual progress file which tracks achievement through the entirety of their learning journey at Piper
Hill.
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9. Common Curriculum Features
9.5 Action Plans: Each subject leader is responsible for the writing of an Action Plan which is supplemented and developed throughout the year, enabling leaders to respond dynamically to termly data and
to implement interventions thus improving student outcomes. The Action Plan, outlines wider strategic
aims for each department in line with school improvement targets.

Piper Hill Action Plan


Start of year context



Termly data analysis



Task allocation and
implementation



Long and short term
aims



Sip links



Next steps

9.6 Medium Term Plans: MTPs are written by teachers at the start of each term for all modules taught.
They ensure that learning is sequential and that lessons are well planned and resourced. Plans are filed
within a class folder which is shared with TAs to ensure all staff have an overview of the learning journey
for each subject. Assessment importunities are explicit and closely linked to personalised targets. MTPs
are monitored termly by SLT and are also included within teacher performance management.

Piper Hill Medium Term Plan


Module context



One medium term plan
per subject delivered



Individualised targets



Assessment opportunities



Implementation: session
content and plan for sequential learning
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10. Literacy Overview
10.1 Rationale: The overarching intent for English within all key stages and across access groups is to equip students with the literacy skills needed to successfully navigate the wider world. Through the English curriculum we
support students to develop the transferable skills and knowledge that will enable them to communicate effectively and creatively with the world at large through a total communication approach. We acknowledge that an
English curriculum, in addition to the attainment targets of speaking and listening, reading and writing, should be
integrated in all subjects, as well as communication in its widest sense. We also intend to help pupils to enjoy and
appreciate literature and its rich variety. Each student’s pathway through the key stages will be ambitious, unique
and bespoke. The curriculum offer is intended to deeply embed literacy skills and allows for substantial repetition,
which is a fundamental tool of learning and particularly important for students with additional needs. We have
fully differentiated the Primary National Curriculum to suit the schools context.
10.2 Overarching goals within KS3 and KS4 are to:



Support students to progress with reading and phonics at a level that is appropriate to them whilst also
stretching and challenging students at all levels of attainment.
 Embed a differentiated reading package that inspires a love and familiarity of reading/being read to.
 Extend communication and speaking and listening skills through a total communication approach which is tai-

lored to meet the unique needs of individual students.
 Establish a total communication approach so that sign language is a key aspect of the SLC (speaking, listening

and communication) offer for all students.
 To develop skills in group interaction and drama in a systematic way.
 Provide non-classroom-based enrichment opportunities to practice key literacy skills.
 Create a wide range of exciting writing opportunities which can be accessed by all learners.
 Enable students to communicate effectively within a wider community, recognising and respecting cultural

differences
 Embed world citizenship links through the provision of books and resources which reflect multiculturalism, di-

versity and equality.
 For students to understand the effect of the media on our lives: the newspapers, television, advertising etc.
 For students to be able to use writing skills to enhance daily life: writing letters, filling in forms, writing notes

etc.
 Sequence schemes so that they provide the building blocks for learning and allow students to acquire

knowledge and to build on what they already know.
 Reflect national policy (British Values, SMSC, PSHE)
 Ensure schemas support long term EHCP learning destinations for communication.

10.3 KS4 Vocational Literacy: As students make the transition from KS3 to KS4, the curriculum will allow for a
greater focus on vocational learning, promoting independence skills and increasing employability. All students access a literacy accreditation package which runs in tandem with literacy schemas. At the end of KS4, we aim for all
students to achieve a AQA functional literacy certificate.
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10. Literacy Overview
10.4 English within FE: English has a crucial role to play in equipping pupils with the language skills they need to
become effective communicators and language users as members of the school community and the wider world.
Within this context, FE literacy continues to embed and consolidate the key skills and knowledge acquired within
KS3 and KS4 whilst providing students with opportunities to transition this knowledge within functional and age
appropriate settings. Literacy and communication are key life skills, the FE English curriculum enables students to
develop the skills and knowledge needed to communicate effectively and creatively with the world at large,
through spoken and written language. All students access a literacy accreditation package which runs in tandem
with literacy schemas. At the end of FE, we aim for all students to achieve an Asdan functional literacy certificate
requiring students to develop a portfolio of evidence for verification & certification.

10.5 Our goals within FE are to:













Develop effective listening, speaking or signing skills, which enable students to understand and respond appropriately to others.
Develop skills in group interaction and drama in a systematic way.
Enable students to become effective communicators; through reading, writing, speaking and listening and
using signs, symbols and other aids where necessary.
Teach students to communicate effectively within a wider community, recognising and respecting cultural
differences.
Facilitate students to utilise literacy within a ‘world of work’ environment.
Facilitate students to use their literacy skills within the community: the cinema, theatre, concert hall, library
etc.
Enable students to become readers and to understand the effect of the media on our lives: the newspapers,
television, advertising etc.
Enable students to experience and enjoy reading or being read to from a variety of texts and sources.
Facilitate functional reading opportunities within the wider community.
Enable students to use writing/IT skills to enhance daily life: writing letters, filling in forms, writing notes etc.
Increase overall employability through the provision of relevant external certification.

10.6 Rationale for choice of topics: Topics within the English curriculum were chosen thoughtfully and deliberately to suit the special needs context of the school. We have ensured that the curriculum is inclusive, ambitious and
varied. When choosing topics, we considered several factors; all topics are:












Exciting, promote a love of learning and encourage curiosity and creativity.
Age appropriate.
Reflective of the whole school curriculum intent thus allowing opportunities to promote numeracy, key skills
and world citizenship.
A vehicle through which all key literacy skills can be developed.
Key drivers for a differentiated and personalised national curriculum which includes the 6 strands of literacy.
Inclusive and accessible to learners with a broad spectrum of SEN needs.
Deliverable within a termly or half-termly period.
Well aligned with the interests of students thus ensuring high levels of engagement.
Strongly linked to the wider world and broader functional needs of students thus equipping them for the
wider world.
Cross-curricular and regularly link in with broader themes across rolling plans to ensure a rich and deeply embedded curriculum offer.
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10. Literacy Overview
10.7 Writing KS3 and KS4 Implementation

Tiered vocab and crosscurricular linked learning

Transcription, spelling, handwriting
and composition National
Curriculum opportunities outlined

Broad variety of writing
opportunities liked to the NC to ensure teachers can tailor schemes to
the diverse needs of Piper Hill School
cohort.

Academic writing skills
embedded

Success Criteria and
multi modal links.
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10. Literacy Overview
10.8 Reading KS3 and KS4 Implementation

Tiered vocab and crosscurricular linked learning

Personal reading records,
rotating phonics library, phonics
sessions, ‘better Reading’ principles and NC links explicit within
schemes

Broad variety of reading opportunities liked to the NC to ensure teachers can tailor schemes to the diverse
needs of Piper Hill School cohort.

Academic reading skills
embedded

Success Criteria and
multi modal links.
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10. Literacy Overview
10.9 Speaking, listening and communication (SLC) KS3 and KS4 Implementation

Tiered vocab and crosscurricular linked learning

Speaking, listening, drama
and interaction
requirements explicitly
linked to NC.

Academic reading skills
embedded

Wide variety of speaking,
listening, drama and communication activities outlined

Success Criteria and
multi modal links.
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10. Literacy Overview
10.10 Structured Implementation
Structured units
allow for significant
repetition, there is
a keen communication focus within
every lesson.
Learners access
Literacy within core
skills lessons.

Concrete, Pictorial
and abstract tiered
key words

Differentiated activities for each strand
of literacy

Phased PECS activities
to aid communication

Key Signs for each
unit.

10.11 Post 16 Implementation
Post 16 Literacy
allows for flexibility
in application and is
created to work in
tandem with Asdan
Accreditation. The
curriculum is fully
differentiated with
separate SOW and
rolling plans for
structured ad independent learners.

Wide variety of
texts,
cross curricular
links and tiered
vocabulary

Age appropriate
suggested activities
which can be
tailored to suit the
needs and interests
of students

Explicit links to
Asdan
Accreditation

Multi model
literacy links
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10. Literacy Overview
10.12 Tiered Vocabulary, Key signs

At Piper Hill there is a significant emphasis on extending vocabulary to aid effective communication and to support accelerated reading. This is particularly important within literacy. To ensure
that tiered vocabulary is well utilised, each scheme of work is supplemented with a variety of key
word work sheets which are pre populated and available on the school system.

10.13 Inclusion is of the upmost importance and is a crucial aspect of the Piper Hill Curriculum, we
strive to ensure that all students feel supported, welcomed and can actively participate within the
school community. With this in mind, all English SOW include key signs for each unit, signing sessions
are embedded within SLC lessons to enhance wider communication skills, enabling students to converse with hearing impaired students and staff. Additionally, signing enhances and aids vocabulary
acquisition and retention.
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11. Numeracy Overview
11. 1 Rationale: The overarching intent for Mathematics within all key stages and across access groups
is to equip students with the computer literate skills needed to successfully navigate the wider world.
Through the Mathematics curriculum, we support students to develop the transferable skills and
knowledge that will enable them to develop their numeracy, problem solving and resilience in the real
world through a mastery approach. We acknowledge that a Mathematics curriculum, in addition to the
attainment targets of Number, Shape, Space and Measure and Using and Applying, should be integrated
in all subjects, as well as Numeracy in its widest sense. Each student’s pathway through the key stages will
be ambitious, unique and bespoke. The curriculum offer is intended to deeply embed Mathematics skills
using a re-visit and mastery approach, which is a fundamental tool of learning and particularly important
for students with additional needs. We have fully differentiated bespoke curriculum based on the Primary
National Curriculum and the Singapore Maths approach to mastery.

11.2 Our goals within KS3 and KS4 are:


To develop logical thinking and reasoning skills through a natural curiosity and investigative approach.



To develop the ability to solve problems through decision-making and reasoning in a range of contexts.



To encourage the children to apply their learning to everyday situations so that children understand
the importance of mathematical skills in everyday life.



To explore features of shape and space, and develop measuring skills in a range of contexts placing importance on these skills.



To consistently emphasize and develop use of mathematical vocabulary.



To develop a practical understanding of the ways in which information is gathered and presented, including opportunities to record independently.



To challenge children through high expectations and equip children with the skills needed to rise to the
challenge.



To nurture positive attitudes, confidence and competence by matching the task to the child.



To celebrate achievements through high quality feedback. Peer and self-assessment are an integral
part of this feedback and children are taught the skills needed to effectively do this throughout the
school.



Ensure schemas support long term EHCP learning destinations for Numeracy.

11.3 KS4 Vocational Numeracy: As students make the transition from KS3 to KS4, the curriculum will
allow for a greater focus on vocational learning, promoting independence skills and increasing employability. All students access a numeracy accreditation package which runs in tandem with mathematics
schemas. At the end of KS4, we aim for all students to achieve an AQA accredited certificate.
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11. Numeracy Overview
11.4 Mathematics within FE: Mathematics has a crucial role to play in equipping pupils with the essential skills
they need to become independent and resilient when interacting with the community and the wider world. Within
this context, FE Mathematics continues to embed and consolidate the key skills and knowledge acquired within KS3
and KS4 whilst providing students with opportunities to transition this knowledge within more functional and age
appropriate settings. Number and problem solving are key life skills, the FE Maths curriculum enables students to
develop the skills and knowledge needed to become independent, through problem solving, logical thinking and
numerical life skills. All students access a Numeracy accreditation package which runs in tandem with Numeracy
schemas. At the end of FE, we aim for all students to achieve an Asdan functional Mathematics certificate requiring
students to develop a portfolio of evidence for verification & certification.
11.5 Our goals within FE are to:









Develop effective problem solving skills which enable students to understand their environment and develop independence.
Develop real world numeracy skills such as counting, calculations using money, measuring and estimates.
Enable students to become effective problem solvers through a range of real life applications of Mathematics.
Facilitate students to utilise Mathematics within a ‘world of work’ environment.
Facilitate students to use their Mathematics skills within the community: Shopping, saving money, problem
solving, measurements etc.
Enable students to experience and enjoy Mathematics in a wider variety of situations.
Enable students to use Mathematics skills to enhance daily life: shopping, banking, cooking, logical thinking.
Increase overall employability through the provision of relevant external certification.

11. 6 Rationale for choice of topics: Topics within the Mathematics curriculum were chosen thoughtfully and deliberately to suit the special needs context of the school. We have ensured that the curriculum is inclusive, ambitious and varied. When choosing topics, we considered several factors; all topics are:
 Exciting, promote a love of learning and encourage curiosity and creativity.
 Age appropriate.
 Reflective of the whole school curriculum intent thus allowing opportunities to promote numeracy, key skills











and world citizenship.
A vehicle through which all key mathematics skills can be developed.
Key drivers for a differentiated and personalised national curriculum which includes the three strands of mathematics.
Inclusive and accessible to learners with a broad spectrum of SEN needs.
Deliverable within a termly or half-termly period.
Well aligned with the interests of students thus ensuring high levels of engagement.
Strongly linked to the wider world and broader functional needs of students thus equipping them for the wider
world.
Cross-curricular and regularly link in with broader themes across rolling plans to ensure a rich and deeply embedded curriculum offer.
Aligned with student targets to support a sequential approach to learning.
Focus on functional, vocational and life skills within FE.
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11. Numeracy Overview
11.7 Number, SSM, Logical thinking Implementation

Students receive
individual targets for
each strand of
mathematics,
personalisation and
differentiation of
assessment is reflected
within the schemes.

11.8 Each unit includes clear aims and expectations for students working at all
levels. The purple, green and blue modules include numeracy, SSM and logical
thinking skills which are revisited with greater challenge throughout the spiral
curriculum. There are separate schemes for each strand within all units.
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11. Numeracy Overview
11.9 Maths Mastery and Calculation Policy

Piper Hill High School

It is important children
acquire secure mental
methods of calculation and
efficient written methods
of calculation for addition,
subtraction, multiplication
and division which they know
they can rely on when mental
methods are not appropriate.
Piper Hill calculation document identifies progression
in calculation strategies and
ensures that mathematic
strategies are consistent
across school.

11.10 The CPA method involves using actual objects for students to add, subtract, multiply or
divide. They then progress to using pictorial representations of the object, and ultimately,
abstract symbols.
Students often find maths difficult because it is abstract. The CPA approach helps students
learn new ideas and build on their existing knowledge by introducing abstract concepts in a
more familiar and tangible way.

At Piper Hill, we have tailored the steps to success to reflect the CPA approach, for each
target we have broken down the assessment opportunity into manageable CPA steps.
Additionally each target has concrete, pictorial and abstract worksheets which directly link to
student specific targets.
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12. KS3 Curriculum
12.1 Rationale: In Key Stage 3, learners will have a minimum 24 hours 35 minutes taught time each week.
Pupils will build on their learning in KS2 and continue to develop their skills, knowledge and understanding in a
broad range of subjects: English, Mathematics, Science, Computing, PSHE, PE, RE, MFL, Technology Carousel (Art,
Food Technology and Design Technology) and Humanities with an equivalent of one day a week being spent on
vocational skills. The 20% Vocational Learning will include: work related learning, functional numeracy and literacy, careers education, personal safety and independent travel and employability skills. There is a strong literacy
and numeracy focus across the whole curriculum in addition to the 15 minutes focus time each afternoon.
The KS3 curriculum allows for pupils to access all national curriculum subjects through a structure that may be
reflected in KS4 and above. The curriculum is structured into a 3 year rolling programme of topics with separate
rolling plans for structured and independent classes. It is supported by a wide range of enrichment activities
including off site visits, and visits to the school by a variety of organisations e.g. drama groups, visiting artists.
KS3 Exemplar knowledge Maps (3 year rolling programme)

Rolling Plan 1

Colour coded to match subject
specific SOW colours

Rolling Plan 2

Cross curricular opportunities
maximised, interlinking of topics where appropriate

Rolling Plan 3

Clear overview of the curriculum
journey throughout KS3
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12. KS3 Curriculum
12.2 Structured Rolling Plans (5 year Rolling Plan—3 years KS3, 2 years KS4)

Rolling Plan One

Rolling Plan Two

Rolling Plan Three

Rolling Plan Four

Rolling Plan Five
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13. KS3 & KS4 SOW Overview
13.1 Independent Learners: Lower staff to pupil ratio, students work with greater independence within larger class sizes.

Science Independent SOW Exemplar
Clear reference to
linked academic
skills to ensure
skills are covered
across the schemas

The module outlines
where content inks to
previous learning across
the whole curriculum.
Teachers are expected to
make these links explicit
where possible through
lesson content
The context gives staff the
background information
about the topic and how it
will be taught with the
key focuses. The context
should allow staff to gain
the basics of the content
of what will be taught
Key vocabulary is tiered into
three bands. Staff will follow
the vocabulary policy to ensure
that vocabulary is used effectively to build our pupil’s vocabulary toolkit.

Links to resources and
wider personal
development opportunities.

For each session there is a lesson
plan with suggested activities .
Teachers can use this to scaffold
learning to meet individual need.
Teachers can adapt or change the
activities as needed. Clear National
Curriculum reference within each
SOW

Literacy and numeracy
opportunities are
explicit, this enables
staff to embed literacy
and numeracy across
the whole curriculum
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13. KS3 & KS4 SOW Overview
13.2 Structured Learners: Higher staff to pupil ratio, students work within smaller class sizes, students will require significantly more staff support to complete tasks. Many of the features of the SOW remain the same as the

History Structured SOW Exemplar
Starter activities
differentiated to
suit the needs of
learners

The module outlines
where content inks to
previous learning across
the whole curriculum.
Teachers are expected to
make these links explicit
where possible through
lesson content.
The context gives staff the
background information
about the topic and how it
will be taught with the
key focuses. The context
should allow staff to gain
the basics of the content
of what will be taught
Key vocabulary is tiered into
three bands. For structured
learners the tiers are arranged
in concrete, pictorial and
abstract.

Links to resources and
wider personal
development opportunities.

For each session there is a lesson
plan with suggested activities .
Teachers can use this to scaffold to
meet pupils individual need. Teachers can adapt or change the activities as needed.

Literacy and numeracy
opportunities are
explicit, this enables
staff to embed literacy
and numeracy across
the whole curriculum
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14. KS4 Curriculum
14.1 Rationale: As students make the transition from KS3 to KS4, the curriculum allows for a greater focus on
Vocational Learning reflecting and promoting the increasing social development of the students. More time is
spent on work-related learning, business and enterprise and careers education. Where appropriate a student’s
personal pathway will include an independent travel programme. The curriculum in KS4 includes opportunities to
develop First Aid skills, access to the world of work though visiting speakers and vocational workshops, off-site
activities and taking an active part in the democratic process by experiencing voting and mediation of group decisions. Modular courses (see following section on Accreditation) will be taught covering a range of areas promoting
Independence skills:
In effect, these two years will provide a bridge between Key Stage 3 and the choice-making skills that underpin
the curriculum in Key Stage 5. Students will also continue to develop their skills, knowledge and understanding
in English, Mathematics, Science, Computing, PE, RE / PSHE and Music / MFL/Humanities/Technology.
KS4 knowledge Maps (2 year rolling programme)

Rolling Plan 1

AQA Accreditation clearly
indicated within Rolling Plan

Rolling Plan 2

Clear overview of the curriculum
journey and transition from KS3 to
KS4
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14. KS4 Curriculum
14.2 KS4 Accreditation
Piper Hill recognises the importance that accreditation gives to students as external recognition and celebration of
when their performance or achievement meets certain set national standard and quality expectations. The purpose of accreditation learning at Piper Hill is line with our over-arching ethos of improving employability skills
and future employment opportunities for all students at the school. The school will accredit achievement and
success with students in two ways:
Internal Accreditation
All pupils and students will have progress files that show progress over all curriculum areas each school year. The
progress file will contain a student’s individual targets for each curriculum area. All students will be involved in
setting and recording their own targets and evaluating their success towards achieving that target at the end of
each term. In addition, there will be many opportunities to celebrate success e.g. certificates, celebration assemblies etc.
14.3 External Accreditation
AQA Unit Awards
The school does not aim to teach directly to accreditation, but instead, differentiates teaching to provide for individual needs. It uses schemes of work, designed to meet individual need and accredit these where appropriate
with AQA Unit Awards. Pupils receive national accreditation only if they satisfy the ratifying Board that they have
met the criteria of the nationally endorsed scheme. Some students may require an adult to help them compile
their evidence.

Key stage 4 students complete AQA Accreditation in Communication/English, Maths and Science at differentiated
levels utilising the pre-entry and entry-level units.
The AQA Unit Award Scheme is invaluable as it is an important pathway for our students to receive accreditation
for their achievements. It provides a wide range of units which are differentiated, making accreditation accessible
to all pupils regardless of their ability. Furthermore, through allowing amendments and writing our own units, we
are able to expand and customise units to our pupil's individual learning interests and needs.
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15. Post 16 Curriculum
15.1 Rationale: To fully prepare all students for the individual Pathway they will take when they
leave Piper Hill. To ensure all our students achieve personal independence to the best of their ability
and have the skills and knowledge they need to thrive as young adults with a severe learning difficulty.
The curriculum has at its core the understanding that all of our students have SLD and that they are far
better prepared to manage life after Piper Hill if they have an understanding of what this means and
have strategies skills and knowledge to help them manage the additional challenges they will face as a
result of this. The teaching of functional skills is central to the offer at Post 16 and student’s ability to
transfer these from the classroom to adult life take precedent. Students are supported and encouraged to become valued and active members of their local community. A wide range of links with local
providers are well established so learning and teaching take place in different settings outside the
Post 16, Structured and Independent Knowledge Maps Exemplars

Asdan and vocational
opportunities explicit and
interlinked with core subjects
to maximise progress

‘Options’ subjects and flexible
Asdan pathways to match the
vocational preferences and
aspirations of students.
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15. Post 16 Curriculum
15.2 Accreditation: 15.2 Accreditation: The opportunity for all Post 16 students to work towards
ASDAN accreditation is embedded in the curriculum so that students leave Piper Hill with nationally
recognised achievements that are also used by the Colleges they are likely to attend. Students work on
the Towards Independence award at the Introduction level or for students who are working at a higher
level they will work towards the Progression level certificate. All students also gain accreditation in
Food preparation at either Introduction or Progression level.

Opportunities within an inclusive curriculum: The curriculum continues to be developed in line
with new initiatives and students’ own suggestions and requirements. All students in the independent groups are consulted at the start of term on what they want to learn. These are then written up
as part of the skills targets that are in the EHCP. Curriculum opportunities are then developed, where
possible, to meet these targets eg “I want my work displaying in an Art Gallery” has been written
into the Arts and Culture module “I want to go to a restaurant” is now part of the Independence in
the Community module. As a result of these student led discussions several additional ASDAN accreditation unit awards are currently being assessed with the aim of adding these to the student’s
portfolio of achievements in the future
Using Transport
Relationships
Personal Safety
Using Leisure Time
Recognising and Using Everyday Signs

Outcome star is an audit
used to measure progress.

Asdan Towards
Independence.

SPELL is an acronym
for Structure, Positive,
Empathy and Links.

For more information: http://noblecare.co.uk/care-programme/spell/
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16. Cultural Capital
4.1 Cultural Capital offer at Piper Hill
Piper Hill is committed to ensuring that every student has a comprehensive offer of both academic and skills-based learning
throughout their time at the school. This is designed to support them in securing and achieving their full potential and preparing them for adult life. A core aim of the school is to ensure students have the skills and confidence to manage the challenges
they will face as young adults and the ability and resilience to

An overview of the Structured Cultural Capital offer:


Visit to children’s adventure farm



Weekly involvement in a variety of enrichment clubs



Opportunities to visit the local area including: trips to
the local park , cafes, garden centres & Tesco



Forest school sessions



Opportunity to access Drop down days, including: Art
& Culture day, Science day, Horticulture day and Careers opportunity day.



Involvement in the RNCM Summer showcase & Piper
Hill musical performance

An overview of the Independent Cultural Capital offer
across the curriculum:


Library visits



E-safety day



Involvement in the RNCM Summer showcase & Piper Hill
musical performance



Sporting opportunities, including: Extra-curricular activities, Sports day, Sports events (Cricket world cup,
Taekwondo world championship, swimming)



DofE



Residential trips

4.2 Cultural Capital offer at Post 16
Cultural Capital is a Post 16 module that encompasses our students with the key fundamental skills to access, experience
and thrive from our local cultural community.
The aim of this program of study is to teach students some of the basic skills they will need as they become more independent
adults. It is designed to support students in learning practical skills that they may need in their daily lives, as well as focussing
on larger issues they may face as young people with a learning difficulty.
Structured learners:
The Post 16 curriculum for will focus on enhancing the
experiences and opportunities available to them in the
wider community. These students may only arrive at this
module with a number of experiences and ideas based on
their own personal circumstance. The program of study
aims to bridge this gap and looks to promote British values, by supporting learners’ personal, social and emotion-

Post 16 Cultural capital curriculum offer:


Community visits to the gym



Internships—Manchester airport/Mess cafe



College link days



Accreditation ASDAN

Independent learners:



St Johns Ambulance

In Post 16, all areas of the curriculum are designed to support the transition into adulthood. The Cultural Capital
sessions will be taught with the emphasis being on empowering our students with knowledge about a wide
range of culture, to enable them to discuss its value and
merits, and to provide an array of experiences to access
skill development. The local community is used to enable
students to transfer their previous learning into the wider
world outside of the Post 16 classroom. These new community experiences will enable our independent learners
to develop character and become a ‘well-rounded’ member of society within different aspects of culture.



Work experience—Pets at home, Lifestyle centre



Independent travel—Curriculum for life



Sandwich making business



Employability workshop (co-op)



National trust visits



Bespoke offers



Residential trips
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Subject specific examples of our Cultural capital Offer:
Physical education:
There is a fantastic enrichment and
extra-curricular offer in PE.
Students at Piper Hill have access to
an extensive range of Manchester
inclusion competitions which are
accessible for all including:
Boccia, Kurling, Goalball , Tri Golf,
Panathlon, Cross country and many
more.

Links with professional sports teams
including Manchester City FC and Lancashire Cricket club also provide some
excellent regular inclusion competition opportunities for our students
such as football, cricket and table
cricket. Many of these links also give
our students the chance to attend
professional sports events as spectators at world class venues including
Old Trafford football and cricket
ground and the Etihad stadium.

We have a sports leadership programme at Piper Hill and through taking part and completing this course,
these students then have the opportunity to attend a range of competitions across Manchester as sports leaders. We also run our own Step into
Sport leadership day alongside the
Youth Sport Trust which is an event
which brings sports leaders from across
Manchester together participating in
workshops which are delivered by professional athletes.

Through our involvement in the Manchester PE association, GM school games, our school games mark
silver status and recent appointment as a Youth Sport Trust national lead inclusion school, we ensure
that Piper Hill also has a very important input into all the developments and initiatives around extracurricular sport and competition at a regional level’.

DofE offer:

School Residential:

Physical activities – participating in new activities
such as walking, ice skating & basketball.

KS3 Red Ridge: activities include the opportunity to go
canoeing, kayaking, rock climbing, caving & orienteering.

Volunteering opportunities– providing help at
homeless shelter, supporting Chorlton water park
rangers to maintain outside environment, working
as part of a team to prepare food at parents for
tea after school club.

KS4 Ghyll Head: activities include the opportunity to do
lake canoeing, zip wire, hill walking & ghyll scrambling.

Learned skills– learning to cook & completion of
Heartstart first aid course.

KS3&4 Structured CAFT: The opportunity to access an
overnight stay in countryside.

KS5 Calvert trust: activities include: lake canoeing, horse
riding, adaptive cycling, swimming & hill walking

Forest School:
Encourages creative aspects – students can take ownership of how their time is spent in the forest area and how they
choose to explore and manoeuvre materials.
Sensory and tactile art as well as planning and building fuller structures.
Morality of sensible behaviour – occupying the environment safely and role modelling this to others. For example fire
safety and sensible use of the equipment.
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17. The Remote Curriculum, Intent:
Remote learning provides an opportunity for students and teachers to remain connected
and engaged with the content while working from their homes. Opportunities for remote
learning have become essential within the within the pandemic and teachers have
adapted quickly to ensure high quality work has been sent home, both in lockdown and
over periods of self-isolation.
A key aim of the remote curriculum is to keep students engaged and actively learning
when not in school. The Piper Hill Remote Curriculum is inclusive and accessible to all students, whilst providing a balanced and coherent curriculum offer that can be delivered at
home so that there is a seamless provision between home and school and any gaps in
learning are minimised. At Piper Hill, we aim to provide all students with excellent learning opportunities in order to limit any negative impact on their overall education.
The Remote Learning Handbook outlines the requirements, expectations and implementation of the Remote Learning Curriculum offer. This document is utilised in conjunction with
CPD and whole school quality assurance to ensure that staff have a clear understanding of
how to adapt the curriculum for remote education to best meet the needs of pupils.
Pupil, parent/carer and staff questionnaires were collated to support internal research
which has been utilised to underpin the remote curriculum offer, thus ensuring that guidance reflects not only the advice given by the DFE, but also the particular characteristics
and context of our own school and wider community.

6. 1 Implementation of the Remote Curriculum is supported through:



Comprehensive staff handbook detailing the implementation of the Remote
Curriculum



Parent/carer hand book



In-house research



SLT led teams



Ongoing CPD



Work Scrutiny



IT support
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Location of Subject Store cupboards Main Site
Subject

Location Main site

English

Large storage area outside room 3

Maths

Food tech room cupboard.

Science

Upstairs teacher meeting room cupboard (art
store)

Computing

Computing room

Geography

Room 20

History

Cabin—Room 17

PSHE

Room 8 Store Cupboard

Music

Upstairs cupboard adjacent to staff room

RE

Large Store outside Room 3

MFL

Room 7

DT

Construction toys kept by teachers in classes.
Other resources kept in the store cupboard off
the upstairs meeting room.

FT

Food Tech Room & Room 14 Stock Cupboard

Art

Adjacent to large upstairs meeting room

Business and Enterprise

Business and Enterprise

PE

PE cupboard Sports hall

Forest School

Forest School area

Citizenship and Careers
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18. SMSC
SMSC offer at Piper Hill
Rationale
Piper Hill is committed to ensuring that every student is supported to develop their understanding of social, moral, spiritual
and cultural aspects of life. These are broadly, but not exhaustively, outlined below:
Social

Moral

Spiritual

Cultural

Ability to reflect on their beliefs

Recognise difference between right and wrong and
apply this

Use of a range of social skills
in different contexts

Understanding and appreciation of the wide range of cultural influences

Interest in and respect for
beliefs of others

Willingness to participate in a
Understand the consequenc- variety of communities and
es of their behaviour and
social settings
Enjoyment and fascination in
actions
learning about themselves
Acceptance and engagement
and the wider world
Interest in investigating and with the fundamental British
offering reasoned views on
values of democracy, the rule
Use of imagination and creamoral and ethical issues
of law, individual liberty and
tivity in their learning
tolerance of those who are
Understand and appreciate
different to ourselves
Reflecting on their experiencthe viewpoints of others
es

Appreciation of the different
cultures within school and
further afield
Knowledge of democratic
parliamentary system
Willingness to participate in
cultural opportunities
Interest in exploring, respecting and celebrating diversity

Our SMSC provision is linked closely with our work on our UNICEF ‘Rights Respecting’ journey and our core values as a school.
The students are at the heart of our SMSC provision, be that through our active student voice groups or staff advocating on
behalf of our students, to ensure a bespoke, outstanding provision. A key part of our SMSC offer is through our Collective
Worship and Tutor Times, both of which are thoroughly planned and tailored to the needs of each teaching group.

In addition, examples of SMSC teaching can be found throughout the curriculum offer, including, but not limited to:

 Regular assemblies held for all access
groups centred around our Core Values and Religious and Cultural Festivals and Days of Note

 Positive behaviour policy and recording with clear student appropriate
focuses on reflection and development of independence

 PSHE Curriculum exceeding statutory
guidance for all access groups, including explicit teaching of consent, respect and toleration of others in an
age and developmentally appropriate
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Linked Documents
Whole school Curriculum Policy: Q:\PIP Staff Shared\Curriculum\Policies
Marking Policy: Q:\PIP Staff Shared\Documents\Policies
Assessment Policy: Q:\PIP Staff Shared\Documents\Policies
Subject Specific Policies: Q:\PIP Staff Shared\Curriculum\Policies\Policies 19-20
Action Plans: Q:\PIP Staff Shared\Curriculum\Action Plans\Action Plans 2020 -2021
Medium Term Plans: Q:\PIP Staff Shared\Curriculum\Planning
Steps to Success templates: Q:\PIP Staff Shared\Curriculum\Steps to success
Rolling Plans: Q:\PIP Staff Shared\Curriculum\Rolling plans
KS3 SOW and resources : Q:\PIP Staff Shared\Curriculum\Subject Areas
KS4 SOW and resources: Q:\PIP Staff Shared\Curriculum\Subject Areas
Post 16 Curriculum: Q:\PIP Staff Shared\Curriculum\Subject Areas\POST 16 CURRICULUM
AREAS
SKILLS curriculum Templates: Q:\PIP Staff Shared\Curriculum\Skills Template
Accreditation: Q:\PIP Staff Shared\Curriculum\Accreditation
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